
Recently, a troll by the name of 'Adam' made some insane demands (that I debunk Poptech's 
list of 800+ papers or admit that AGW and the well understood greenhouse gas properties of 
CO2 are scientifically weak and myself to be an unsceptical devotee of the AGW faith). When I 
pointed out as much and the pointlessness of Poptech's list, Andrew (aka Poptech) magically 
appeared out of nowhere (it seemed highly surprising that Andrew appeared out of the blue 
following my initial referring to him - does he google himself all day? please note, Andrew 
insists it wasn't magic nor was it Adam who lead him here -  this much needs to be said.. 
whatever amazingly efficient method employed by this tech savvy character, he'll take with 
himself to the grave. All we need to know is, no matter where you are or what time of the day, 
Andrew has efficient abilities he employs to keep tabs on whoever in the world might utter the 
word "Poptech".. pretty lame if you ask me). Needless to say a lot of nothing ensued. How can 
you have a sensible conversation with someone who supports others claiming his list is a 
scientific (although admittedly he carefully avoids using the word 'scientific') basis that 
challenges apparent confidence in the high likelihood of the existence of AGW, when even a 
quick gloss reveals contradictions and social/opinion articles? How does asserting the scientific 
importance of Poptech's self-contradictory list of random articles counter the conclusions 
largely held by the scientific community to the contrary? 

Apparently (as Poptech/Andrew informed me) it does (ie. "Adam has a very good point...") and 
the scientists who defended confidence in the AGW theory, in the face of misinformation 
agendas (The Heartland, Fraser and Marshall Institutes being classic examples of such 
erroneous outlets) simply represent a small group of sheltered alarmists. He also informed me 
his 'personal research' has lead to his conviction and suggested I read the questionable grey 
literature (not that I'm stated he puts this in the same league as the articles in his list, such as 
social and economic opinion articles and the random assortment of science literature, but he 
maintains that I'd learn something overlooked in my university training); The Hockey Stick 
Illusion and The Skeptical Environmentalist: Measuring the Real State of the World (all 
discussed in the comment linked to above). 

Anyone with half a brain knows dredging up any article that conforms to a certain conclusion 
and demanding others to "debunk them all" isn't science - it isn't even a comparable equivalent. 
All it does is justify a lay and angry audience to permeate the blogosphere with cherry picked 
information to encourage unreasonable doubt, label anyone who doesn't adhere as an 
"alarmist" and propel delusions of grandeur against, in many cases, those who actually went 
the hard-yards to achieve higher tertiary qualifications. 

It's pseudo-science near the levels of a witch hunt. 

For that reason, I provide a like list to Poptech's but on the 'other slant'. I will not provide 
counter articles, where there may in fact be some (ie. biased like Poptech's list), but I will 
ensure that all are written by scientists (or review papers citing relevant material), the journals 
appear on the SCI list (unless specified), that there are no replications and no paper is over 
20yrs old (unlike Poptech). 

I freely admit this is in itself a ludicrous list of cherry picked articles and is not a scientific basis 
on which to base you person views upon (regardless of the quality of the papers listed - many 
of which are very good papers). For, you see, scientific clarity is achieved not by bashing 
randomly at the rock of ignorance with whatever tool is at hand (as either list does), but by 
testing and retest the tools, by collaborating and independently retesting again and again and 
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when new evidence comes to light, resting the previous conclusions again (discusses further 
following the list). 

For a lay reader, the number of citations (and the journals involved) a paper ultimately achieves 
is a fairly good indicator of how good the papers is - it generally means it's been retested, 
judged and if it stands its later built upon. Of course, all of this doesn't matter when the 
conclusions support your personal belief (as I found when berated by Adam and Andrew) so 
thus none of this will be indulged here. 

This is will serve as a pointless counterweight to Poptech's list that, when you see this 
character on a comment thread, I'd urge you to link him to and repeat Adam's demand as he 
said it on my site (spelling mistakes unchecked); 

"[W]hy don’t you go and do a point by a point refutation of every single one of the (200+ recent) 
papers on the list. [W]hen there are over (200+ genuine recent) scientific papers supporting 
skeptisicm of AGW (for counter reply, remove 'skeptisicm of'), surrely to any same person, that 
would at least provide some reason to question the theory." 

*** 
 
List 
 
*** 

This is only an excise to prove a point to trolls like Adam and Poptech that think such lists are 
meaningful in themselves. The truth of the matter is that science isn't done in such a fashion. 
It's a fallacious argument and as carried out in Poptech's list, does nothing but promote 
misinformation and a very unscientific stance. 

Science can be thought of as a brick structure. Each brick results from a study. It's tested and 
retested to assess how robust it actually is. If it measures up, it's added to the growing 
structure of reason. If it fails, it's tossed aside. Sometimes it seems to pass and is added, only 
to later develop cracks. As time goes by, we can have more and more certainty in the bricks 
that remain and all of these bricks support further (higher) development. It's a growing structure 
of understanding. 

What Poptech does (and in many ways the same with this list above) is just randomly collect 
whatever bricks seem to be lying around. Some might stand as bricks in the structure of 
scientific understanding (I've endeavoured to focus on such papers more rigorously than I'd 
argued Poptech did), but the lists in themselves are meaningless bricks scattered haphazardly 
(many of Poptech's listed articles even contradict each other rather than support another 
coherent position). 

Therefore, I will not entertain troll moaning, because I don't believe either list actually does 
anything useful (apart from this list above providing a good resource for those who actually 
wish to learn about the subject from respected journals as opposed to questionable journals, 
grey literature and the mad Communistic alarmist rants of 'good-lord' Monckton).  If a paper is 
not SCI listed (and hasn't been stated) or you find a typo, I will make the corrections. But don't 
waste your time trying to play pretend scientist here, because I'll simply delete it. I'll be 
moderating all comments from now on. 



Again, I urge anyone who stumbles upon Poptech on another comment thread or an 'Adam' 
who loves to refer Scafetta, Jo Nova and the NIPCC, please copy and paste Adam's demand 
above, with a link to this post. Cheers. 

(For the record, I tried to reasonable with these two characters on other threads, but it ended 
with Adam sending me a series of vulgar and insulting emails and Poptech defending an 
unchallengeable position - that scientists who defend a like stances as the publish work  
highlighted above (ie. the scientists who attempt to engage the public via the web regarding the 
misinformation campaigns of climate "scepticism") and such websites as Sourcewatch who 
follow the money trail represent a small sheltered group of alarmists and Monckton is awesome 
(paraphrasing); a point that he feels he doesn't need to defend as Monckton can do it himself. 
(ie. "Yes I am ignoring debating about Monckton... He is more than capable of defending 
himself on these issues"). btw, have you seen Potholers excellent work recently on yet another 
debunking of Monckton doing what the bloke bitched others didn't do - that is contact Chris 
himself for the answers? It's a great laugh! See part 1, 2, 3, 4) 
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